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re Alithya is a leader in strategy  and digital 
transformation, with 2,000 professionals 
in Canada, the US and Europe. Combining 
technology acumen with a customer-driven 
approach, we have been deploying for over  
25 years leading-edge solutions, services  
and skillsets to craft highly specialized tools, 
tailored to our clients’ unique business needs.

Vision

Be recognized as a 
trusted advisor with 
solid expertise in 
strategy and digital 
technology.

TSX: ALYA      NASDAQ: ALYA

Mission

Advise, guide and 
support our clients in 
their pursuit of innovation, 
excellence and the 
achievement of their 
business objectives 
through the optimal  
use of technologies. 

Values

Creativity

Trust

Respect

Passion

Integrity

Well-being
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WORLDWIDE EXPANSION

GUIDING OUR CLIENTS 
IN THEIR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Business 
Strategy

•  Strategic  
Consulting

•  Digital  
Transformation

•  Organizational 
Performance

•  Enterprise 
Architecture

Business Sectors

Application 
Services

•  Digital  
Applications 
DevOps

•  Legacy Systems 
Modernization

•  Control/
Software 
Engineering

•  Cloud and 
Infrastructure

Enterprise 
Solutions

•  Enterprise 
Resource 
Planning (ERP)

•  Corporate 
Performance 
Management 
(CPM/EPM)

•  Customer 
Relationship 
Management 
(CRM/CXM)

Data and  
Analytics

•  Business 
Intelligence

• Big Data

•  Artificial 
Intelligence 
and Machine 
Learning

CANADA

EUROPE

UNITED STATES
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1,450

400
150

Provinces

States

Locations

Professionals

Professionals

Professionals

Financial 
Services

Manufacturing

Telecommunications Healthcare

Energy

Professional  
services

Transportation 
and Logistics

Government
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rs MESSAGE FROM 

THE PRESIDENT 
AND CEO
Measured transformation

Dear customers, professionals,  
shareholders, and partners, 

It is with great pride that I address you today 
in this first annual review of Alithya as a 
public company. This milestone is the result 
of a vision first laid out 8 years ago, and the 
disciplined execution of our plan to become 
a leader in digital transformation. 

How far have we come?

Alithya started out with 11 professionals 
and one bold vision: to become the trusted 
advisor to our customers in strategy and 
digital technologies. It was a tall order in 
1992, but since that initial creation phase, 
Alithya has advanced from one strategic 
chapter to the next, treading carefully but 
confidently through periods of diversification 
and growth, and picking up speed as we 
went – a path culminating in this latest phase 
of consolidation. With numerous acquisitions 
on our road, Alithya, can count on 2,000 
highly skilled, agile problem-solvers leading 
the charge across Canada, the US and 
Europe. Our long-term goal is taking shape 
and building momentum.

That brings us to today – and a well-planned 
series of transformational events that is 
about to propel us to an exciting new phase 
of rapid growth. To call 2019 “a banner 
year” would be an understatement by any 
measure. Going public on both the Toronto 
Stock Exchange (“TSX”) and NASDAQ, closing 
a transformative cross-border acquisition, 
completing a significant private placement, 
as well as hiring key C-suite leaders, have 
brought us to the next level. Today, we 
present a clean balance sheet, sizeable 
growth, and a clear strategic plan.

Our vision is to be our 

customers’ number one strategy 

and technological advisor – the 

partner they always call first.  

And the only way to get there  

is to grow.

“

”

Why do we grow? 

To better serve our customers and strive 
to become their trusted advisor as they 
themselves grow and face increasingly 
challenging situations in a rapidly changing 
digital world. To make sure they are advised 
by the best, as they favour working with 
fewer trusted suppliers. Our vision is to 
become the trusted advisor in our sector – 
the partner they always call first. The only 
way to get there is to stay ahead, grow 
intelligently and always improve. 
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To provide our people with bigger and better opportunities. Alithya’s existing and prospective 
professionals want to develop and grow by working on exciting projects in a challenging 
environment. They want a company that cares about them as much as our business. They 
want to participate in the success of a growing and caring organization. Our vision is to 
continuously improve in order to be seen as the best employer in our industry. The only way to 
get there is to create opportunities of ownership in this organization, help them achieve their 
full potential and offer them possibilities for advancement.

To provide our shareholders with an attractive investment opportunity. Our shareholders are 
looking for a sustained return on their investment over the long-term. We want them to be 
confident in their investment in us. The only way to get there is to grow and create long-term 
incremental value for all our stakeholders.

To earn the trust of the best partners. Our partners need reliable cross-disciplinary leaders 
who can deliver convincing results. They want to associate themselves with successful 
companies that have a solid reputation. They also want a partner that can deliver strategic 
initiatives for their customers. The best way for us to get there is to be a first-choice partner, 
have a flawless track record and continue our expansion to enable us to take on any project, 
regardless of size, location or complexity.

These stakeholders are all key to our success. For that reason, in our case, it’s safe to say 
growing is a key dimension of our identity and vision. Our objective is not to be the biggest, 
but the best. 

Operational highlights

November 1st, 2018, was a historic day in the life of Alithya as we closed the acquisition of 
Edgewater Technology, Inc. (“Edgewater”), a transaction we are truly proud of and which was 
structured in a way that our customers, professionals and respective shareholders could 
truly get behind. We identified tremendous untapped value and significant cross-selling 
opportunities in Edgewater’s Oracle and Microsoft divisions, and felt they could truly thrive in 
the Alithya way. 

We were correct in our assessment. Edgewater has brought us the expertise of renowned 
specialists in the implementation of Microsoft and Oracle solutions – and 400 highly qualified 
professionals, including a strong local management team in the US. The company also 
brought tremendous value in the digital transformation area, allowing Alithya to pursue its 
trajectory from a traditional systems integrator to a digital transformation leader. The very first 
months of our integrated activities saw concrete new business opportunities arising and being 
concluded, on both sides of the border, and the return to profitability of newly integrated US 
operations.

The transaction capped a series of strategic acquisitions intended to get us to the scale 
where we could confidently go public – not as an end in itself, but as an accelerator for 
what is to come. On November 2, 2018, Alithya’s shares started trading on both the TSX 
and NASDAQ – an exciting moment for management and the Board, as well as for all its 
shareholders and employees.
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Solid numbers

Alithya’s enviable record as a private company is the perfect springboard for proving our 
potential as a publicly traded company in the upcoming quarters. Since tabling our new 
growth plan launched eight years ago, we have seen our revenues growing by more than 10 
times: if our past performance is any indication, our ambition to double the company’s size in 
a 3 to 5-year window is within reach. 

Henceforth, our acceleration efforts will also be bolstered by a clean balance sheet, as 
we namely completed a successful bought deal private placement in October of 2018, in 
which management also contributed, that brought in C$52.8 million in gross proceeds – and 
marked a clear indication of investor confidence. This allowed us to shed our debt. This new 
availability of capital brought by our private placement and new banking facility positions us to 
pursue our acquisition strategy with confidence.

Our results for the fiscal year 2019 are another testimonial of the furtherance of our strategic 
plan. Revenues reached $209.5M, representing an increase of 31.5% when compared to our 
results for the fiscal year 2018, even though Edgewater’s results were only integrated for five 
months. In terms of profitability, adjusted EBITDA reached $6.2M. Our gross margin increased 
to 25.9%, representing a significant increase compared to fiscal 2018, then at 21.8%1. 

We are now in a solid financial position to reach our long-term goal of being a digital 
transformation leader, as we execute our disciplined plan built around sustained organic 
growth, innovation, accretive acquisitions, employee engagement and long-term value 
creation.

Create and consolidate

We believe that, in the next 3 to 5 years, our newly achieved scale and scope will allow us to 
leverage our geographic presence, expertise, integrated offerings and position on the value 
chain to home in on the fastest growing IT segments. 

Our growth strategy is rooted in well thought out planning and discipline and all business 
decisions are the result of meticulous planning, diligent research and long-term relationship-
building. 

Similarly, our so-called “build and buy” strategy would be better described as create 
and consolidate, meaning we invest in ourselves to create long-term value for all our 
stakeholders, while seeking out companies with complementary cultures and offerings and 
with professionals who are eager to get on board and stick around. We target companies 
and people who can be accelerators for value creation. We also ensure that our expectations 
and upfront parameters are clearly communicated to all stakeholders – and, that unfailing 
transparency, has produced positive outcomes: we’ve proven again and again that people 
and companies can grow faster within Alithya than they could have on their own. 
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1.  Contains non-IFRS measures. Please refer to Alithya’s management’s discussion and analysis  
for a description of these non-IFRS measures and a reconciliation to IFRS measures.
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Sustaining effective leadership

The biggest challenge our industry faces today is finding – and keeping – the best 
professionals. At Alithya, our highly selective acquisition process is one part of the solution, 
but we also invest in employee development and well-being. 

We mark the instrumental contribution of our professionals – and ensure retention – by giving 
them access to a series of advantageous programs and benefits, including a share purchase 
plan we initiated a few years ago, when we were still a private company. The program 
encourages a collective sense of ownership among our employees that transpires in their 
work.

Over the past year, we rolled out a real-time, interactive, engagement survey tool that allows 
for employee feedback while maintaining confidentiality. The tool is also a valuable source 
of information in the selection, implementation and improvement of various programs and 
practices. 

Another initiative, launched last year, is our Alithya Leadership Academy. Developed in 
partnership with world renowned McGill University, the program is aimed at developing our 
leaders who in turn develop our people. It is both an onboarding tool for leaders coming in 
from acquisitions, as well as an ongoing support framework for all our leaders tailored to the 
unique challenges of the digital transformation business. Another priority is the succession of 
our leaders and this is why we have established an annual process in this regard. 

We strongly believe a key success factor for any organization is its leadership team, but a 
dispersed workforce and frequent travel – which is the reality of companies like ours – can 
make it difficult to foster collaborative employee-manager relationships. While we track a 
wide variety of retention indicators, the one we monitor most is the relationship between 
employees and their managers. Nurturing that relationship is not only extremely important to 
Alithya, but widely appreciated by our employees. The fact is, inspiring leaders mean more 
motivated people and better retention. 

Nurturing accountability

With growth comes responsibility. As a healthy company in a growing industry, we consider 
ourselves fortunate; our industry is growing faster than the overall economy. Our overarching 
plan to build a better Alithya through our company’s guiding principles of collaboration, 
innovation and best practices is reinforced by a shared vision of accountability. 

Being accountable means changing internally to reflect broader cultural and demographic 
shifts, implementing sustainable practices at every level and giving back to communities in 
concrete ways. 

We are so proud of Alithya’s involvement in initiatives geared toward helping children and 
their families. Whether we’re biking against cancer or promoting academic success for 
the next generation of technology professionals, or simply giving a hand where it is most 
needed, Alithya believes in making the communities in which we live better. We support and 
encourage our professionals to do the same.
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Acknowledgments

As I look back on fiscal 2019, I feel both humbled and emboldened by the twists and turns of 
our organization’s transformational journey. When we consider all that we have accomplished 
recently, with everything those milestones entail, the commitment of Alithya’s professionals to 
our customers’ success cannot be overstated.

I wish to express my gratitude to our customers, without whom none of this would be 
possible, and to our shareholders, whose support enables us to make our long-term vision a 
reality.

I would also like to thank the Board of Directors, whose stewardship and trust have been key 
factors in ensuring Alithya continues to thrive in an ever-changing industry.

Our mission and vision have never been to become the biggest company, but to help Alithya 
become the best company. I extend my deepest thanks to all those who contributed to our 
journey. I look forward to embarking on the next chapter in our adventure with you. 

Paul Raymond
President and CEO

Since 1992, the expertise and commitment of Alithya’s 
professionals has made them privileged partners 
of Desjardins. Whether addressing the evolution, 
development, or modernization of our digital technologies, 
they provide us with valuable advice and exceptional 
proactive service. Working from inside of our offices, or 
remotely from their Digital Solutions Center, their agile 
approach is tailored to today’s realities.

- Chadi Habib, Executive Vice President,  
Information Technology, Desjardins Group

Desjardins Group is the leading cooperative financial group in Canada and the fifth largest  
in the world. To meet the needs of its members and clients, Desjardins offers a full range  
of products and services to individuals and businesses through its extensive distribution  

network, online platforms and subsidiaries across Canada.

“

”
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THE CHAIRMAN  
OF THE BOARD
The last year has represented a crossroads 
in the history of Alithya. The transformational 
acquisition we made that opened the US 
market to us as well as the entry on both 
the TSX and NASDAQ have propelled us in 
a new phase of our journey. All this afford 
us the scale and scope to better serve our 
customers and create new opportunities 
for our professionals. And clearly paves the 
way for our goal of being a high-value digital 
transformation leader.

The Board of directors has been closely 
involved in all these activities. As much 
the acquisition negotiations as the many 
decisions resulting from our transition to the 
status of public company appealed to the 
skills and experience of members of our 
Board, already familiar with such issues.

I would like to thank our Board members for 
their unwavering support and wise advice 
over the last few years. They have been a 
key element in the success of Alithya. We 
had been preparing for our public-listing 
since 2015, carefully constructing a Board 
with complementary skillsets and areas of 
expertise. Our discipline and focus allowed 
us to successfully conclude the transition, 
leaving us poised to keep moving, changing 
and growing. 

We marked this cross-border transaction 
by welcoming three new US-based Board 
members to bring us the appropriate 
comprehension of this new territory we 
are starting to develop. They have brought 
a complementary perspective on growth, 
culture and risk, while also opening up new 
networks and markets to facilitate growth 
south of the border.

We have deep synergies around 

the table, and our members’ 

combined experience with 

publicly traded firms will bolster 

our credibility and performance 

moving forward.

“

”
We have deep synergies around the table, 
and our members’ combined experience with 
publicly traded firms is a strong asset for the 
company. This know-how is most valuable 
in the role of the Board, to support the 
management in the deployment of the vision 
and the business plan, while making us the 
guardians of the interests of all shareholders 
and stakeholders of the organization.

Building a leader in digital 
transformation 

Over time, Alithya has demonstrated proven 
leadership in the digital transformation 
sector, with a journey defined by rapid 
growth, swift adaptation and a remarkable 
aptitude to outpace industry growth rate.  
I credit that agility to a deep-rooted culture 
of foresight, ingenuity and a deep sense  
of entrepreneurship.
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Alithya’s merger and acquisition process is also rigorously benchmarked and templated 
every step of the way. Our model covers a wide spectrum, from market research, targeting 
and prospect interviews, to the post-transaction phase, when the goal is to integrate new 
expertise, personnel, systems and real estate into our company as efficiently as possible. 

What’s next for us? The Board will continue to keep its promises and support the 
Management so that Alithya delivers solid results. This means having a corporate governance 
as well as the appropriate structures in place that are founded on best practices. It also 
means being proactive in any way we can. We namely work with external firms to benchmark 
our practices and processes and to ensure that our professionals, executives and Board 
members have the necessary guidance in order to be able to act according to the prevailing 
rules, thereby meeting the expectations of public companies. 

Our growing scale brings with it added responsibility toward our customers, our people and the 
communities where we operate. This is why we care so much about our corporate responsibility. 
We intend to continuously optimize our practices on all fronts. Governance, diversity, 
employment equity, respect for the environment and community outreach are integral  
to who we are. In this respect, we are fulfilling our responsibility as a major industry player. 

Not only did we carry Alithya into a new phase of its existence – but we did it in a structured 
way. While the 2019 fiscal year was a demanding time for everyone at Alithya, we emerged 
on the other side with the knowledge that not only can our people take on complex 
implementation projects, but as a business, Alithya has the will and resources to deliver  
on its promises – no matter how bold they may at first appear. 

A strong team to deliver the vision

I commend the members of Alithya’s executive management team who, under the steady 
leadership of President and Chief Executive Officer, Paul Raymond, have showcased our 
organization’s potential through promising early financial results and the confident, consistent 
execution of an action plan built on sustainable business practices and responsible 
leadership. 

I wish to extend my most sincere thanks to our clients for their trust and pay tribute  
to the invaluable confidence and support of our shareholders and professionals. 

I also want to reiterate my deepest thanks to all my Board colleagues. Their extensive 
experience across complementary sectors, robust business backgrounds, and 
multidisciplinary expertise have acted as a scaffold for our organization’s strategic efforts.

As we pursue the deployment of our strategy, I am honoured to play a part in Alithya’s 
ongoing growth and transformation.

Pierre Turcotte
Chairman of the Board
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LAST THREE YEARS

Revenues (C$M)

Adjusted EBITDA* (C$M) Geographic  
Revenues** (%)

Gross Margin (%)

 *Non-IFRS measures. For details, please refer to Alithya’s Management and Discussion Analysis.

**Fourth quarter 2019

F2017

F2017

F2017

115.8

6.1

19.8159.3

10.2

21.8
209.5

6.2

25.9

F2018

F2018

F2018F2019

F2019

F2019

Alithya offers us peace of mind. By providing support 
services to our Oracle and Microsoft systems and 
databases, the Alithya team ensures maximum availability 
of our infrastructures, while providing sound advice that 
further contributes to operational optimization. That gives 
us greater agility, while also providing us with access  
to experts who have developed best practices in  
the continuous management of these valuable 
technological assets.

- Joël Denis, Director, Application Support & Development,  
Agropur Cooperative

Agropur Cooperative is a North American dairy industry leader with sales of $6.7 billion in 2018. 
Agropur processes billions of litres of milk per year at its 39 plants across North America and boasts 

an impressive roster of brands and products.

“

”

40.7

6.3

53.0

Canada

US

Europe
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A PROVEN GROWTH
STRATEGY
A recognized consolidator with a successful integration history,  
as well as strong organic growth

11 professionals

Origin of the company

200 professionals

Management Buy-out

Sinapse Acquisition 
(Public sector experience) 

+ 200 employees

Pro2p Acquisition  
(Oracle expertise)

+ 75 employees

Acquisition of Edgewater, i.e. Fullscope  
and Ranzal (Microsoft and Oracle expertise)

+ 400 employees

Acquisition of Telus’ Managed Web  
Services activities

1,000 professionals

Acquisition of TELUS 
professional services 
and of OSI Consulting 
Group (IT and recruitment 
capacity)

+ 300 employees

1,000 professionals

SWI Acquisition  
(Energy, Finance, BI  
and Analytics expertise) 

+ 160 employees

CREATION PHASE DIVERSIFICATION PHASE CONSOLIDATION & ACCELERATION PHASE

1992 2011

2012 2016 2018/2019

2015 2017

Alithya demonstrates passion and a positive attitude 
towards their work. Their questioning approach has 
helped them to understand our business objectives and 
to develop the best solution for us. It has been a pleasure 
to work together; the team dynamic and our collaboration 
have allowed us to be effective in driving measurable 
results.

- David Eddie, Section Manager, Analytics & Solutions, Bruce Power

Bruce Power is Canada’s first private nuclear generator, providing 30% of Ontario’s power.  
It delivers clean, reliable, low-cost nuclear power to families and businesses across the province.

“

”
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OUR STRATEGIC 
FRAMEWORK

Best-in-class  
experts

Judicious 
positioning  
in the value  

chain

Strategic 
geographic 

presence

Ideal size  
with integrated 

offerings

For over 15 years, Alithya’s team has been assisting  
with METRO’s projects in the technology sector. Alithya  
is an invaluable ally for our company thanks to their  
in-depth understanding of our operations and their clear 
desire to propose solutions and formulas that are truly 
adapted to our reality. What really sets them apart is 
their commitment to doing whatever it takes every day to 
help ensure the success of each project. And whenever 
required, they do so with creativity and boldness.

- Frédéric Legault, Vice President, Information Systems, METRO

METRO is a food and pharmacy leader in Quebec and Ontario, Canada. As a retailer, franchisor, 
distributor, and manufacturer, the company operates or services a network of more  

than 600 food stores under several banners.

“

”
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BECOMING A NORTH-AMERICAN 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION LEADER
Our 3-5 year strategic plan

Increasing scale 
through organic 
growth and strategic 
acquisitions

Providing our  
investors, partners  
and stakeholders with 
long-term growing 
return on investment
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1

3

•  Sustained organic growth through innovation, higher-
value offerings and client-relationships based on trust 

•  Strategic acquisitions by way of a North-America 
geographic expansion to complement current 
market presence, while progressively adding major 
integrated enterprise solutions offerings and selected 
specialized expertise

Achieving best-in-class 
employee engagement2 • Fostering a culture of collaboration and ownership

• Cultivating employee well-being and personal growth

•  Investing in the development of our leaders  
and employees

•  Strengthening our existing relationships with  
clients, as a key trusted advisor, by generating  
long-term value

•  Investing in innovation and higher value  
service offerings

•  Act responsibly, with a sustainable and respectful 
vision for our stakeholders
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WHY INVEST 
IN ALITHYA?

Proven industry 
consolidator in highly 
fragmented market

Operating within faster 
growing segments of  
the overall IT sector

Short-term synergies  
and cross-selling with 
Edgewater acquisition

Solid financial  
position

Expanded geographic 
presence in the US

Experienced  
executive team

1 4

2 5

3 6

We partnered with Alithya to help with our significant 
business transformation project because they have 
deep industry knowledge, coupled with industry-specific 
tools like ChemXpress, which will help our subsidiaries 
have consistent deployments focused on industry best 
practices.

- Mark Rankin, Vice President, IT, RPM Specialty Products Group,  
RPM International Inc. 

RPM International, Inc. is a multi-billion-dollar company that owns subsidiaries that manufacture  
and market high-performance coatings, sealants and specialty chemicals. 

“

”
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CORPORATE 
RESPONSIBILITY
Since our founding in 1992, ethics, 
customer satisfaction, employee input, 
sound management practices and tangible 
involvement in the communities that we 
serve have been at the heart of Alithya’s 
corporate culture. This approach, instilled by 
our founders, has integrated into all facets 
of the company and today forms part of our 
brand personality.

The plan on which the company embarked 
in 2011 has not altered our commitment 
to being a good corporate citizen. To the 
contrary, the announced plan to enter the 
public market has led to the progressive 
establishment of governance aligned 
with Alithya’s core ambition, which is to 
become a North American leader in digital 
transformation.

Corporate Governance

•  Diverse Board of Directors comprised 
of nine individuals, including eight 
independent members, highly qualified  
to manage issues specific to Alithya

•  A solid framework strengthened by 
governance policies and numerous 
certifications

Employees

•  Priority given to professional development, 
particularly through the Alithya Leadership 
Academy

•  Stock Purchase Program implemented  
even before the company went public

Community

•  Corporate and employee involvement in 
numerous causes, particularly in terms of 
training the next generation  
in technologies

Environment

•  Firm commitment to a proactive  
approach to further reduce the impact  
of our operations

•   Contribution to the reduction of client 
energy consumption through transition 
to cloud solutions, considered to be 
less energy-consuming than traditional 
infrastructures.

Nalcor Energy utilizes specialized software to efficiently 
coordinate the work performed within our plants, and to 
ensure the overall safety of staff and equipment. Alithya 
is knowledgeable, dependable and very responsive. They 
consistently come through for us whenever we need help 
to resolve issues that directly impact day-to-day plant 
operations.

- Ron Tobin, Work Protection Specialist, Newfoundland  
and Labrador Hydro, a Nalcor Energy company

Nalcor Energy is a diverse energy company committed to power industrial, utility and direct 
customers in Newfoundland and Labrador.

“

”
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A SOLID MANAGEMENT TEAM

A SEASONED BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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Nathalie Forcier
Chief Legal Officer  
& Corporate Secretary

Senior legal executive who held 
positions for large international 
publicly-traded services, 
technology and IT firms, and with a 
national law firm.

Dana  
Adès-Landy
Director

Jeffrey 
Rutherford
Director

Robert  
Comeau
Director and Chair of the Audit  
and Risk Management Committee

C. Lee  
Thomas
Director

François  
Côté
Lead Director and Chair of 
the Corporate Governance, 
Nominating and Compensation 
Committee

Ghyslain  
Rivard
Director

Fred  
Disanto
Director

Pierre  
Turcotte
Chair of the Board

Paul  
Raymond
President  
and CEO

Paul Raymond
President and CEO 

A former officer in the Canadian 
Armed Forces and an 
accomplished executive who held 
several key senior management 
positions in a major IT firm, namely 
as leader of their US operations. 

Robert Lamarre
Chief Information Officer 

Seasoned executive in the digital 
industry, in the integration of 
acquisitions, the management 
of real estate portfolios and 
procurement processes.

Claude Rousseau
Chief Operating Officer 

Senior executive with extensive 
experience and expertise in 
overseeing large firms’ business 
operations in sectors such as 
information technology and 
telecommunications.

Natalie Piccinin
Senior Vice President,  
Human Capital

Human Resource executive with a 
solid background in organizational 
efficiency, talent and performance 
management, as well as employee 
engagement for several companies.

Claude Thibault
Chief Financial Officer 

Experienced executive who served 
as CFO for a variety of companies, 
both private and publicly traded, 
operating in Canada and the US.
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Certain statements contained herein may constitute “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable Canadian 
securities laws and “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 
and other applicable U.S. safe harbours (collectively “forward-looking statements”). Statements that do not exclusively relate to 
historical facts, as well as statements relating to management’s expectations regarding the future growth, results of operations, 
performance and business prospects of Alithya, and other information related to Alithya’s business strategy and future plans or 
which refer to the characterizations of future events or circumstances represent forward-looking statements. Forward-looking 
statements are presented for the sole purpose of assisting investors and others in understanding Alithya’s objectives, strategies 
and business outlook as well as its anticipated operating environment and may not be appropriate for other purposes. Although 
management believes the expectations reflected in Alithya’s forward-looking statements were reasonable as at the date 
they were made, forward-looking statements are based on the opinions, assumptions and estimates of management and, 
as such, are subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other factors, many of which are beyond Alithya’s control, and 
which could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. Such risks 
and uncertainties include but are not limited to those discussed in Alithya’s annual Management’s Discussion and Analysis for 
the year ended March 31, 2019 and other materials made public, including documents filed with Canadian and U.S. securities 
regulatory authorities from time to time and which are available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com and EDGAR at www.sec.gov. 
Forward-looking statements contained herein are qualified by these cautionary statements and are made only as of the date 
of Alithya’s annual Management’s Discussion and Analysis for the year ended March 31, 2019. Alithya expressly disclaims any 
obligation to update or alter forward-looking statements, or the factors or assumptions underlying them, whether as a result of 
new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by applicable law.

Certain measures disclosed herein have also not been prepared in accordance with IFRS. These measures do not have any 
standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS and are therefore unlikely to be comparable to similar measures presented by 
other issuers. These measures should be considered as supplemental in nature and not as a substitute for the related financial 
information prepared in accordance with IFRS. Please refer to Alithya’s Management’s Discussion and Analysis for the year 
ended March 31, 2019 for further details.

SHAREHOLDER INFORMATION
Stock Information

TSX: ALYA 
NASDAQ: ALYA

Annual Meeting of Shareholders

The Annual Meeting of Shareholders will 
be held at 10:00 a.m., Eastern Time, on 
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 at:

The Saint James’s Club 
1145 Union Avenue 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada 
H3B 3C2

Contact Investor Relations

investorrelations@alithya.com 
1-855-985-5552

700 De La Gauchetière Street West 
Suite 2400 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada  H3B 5M2

Contact the Transfer Agent and 
Registrar

AST Trust Company (Canada) 
Canada and United States (English & French): 
1-800-387-0825 
Outside North America: 416-682-3860

inquiries@astfinancial.com
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